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AbstractIn this report, the SysLab system model is complemented in di�erent ways:State-box models are provided through timed port automata, for which an op-erational and a corresponding denotational semantics are given. Composition isde�ned for components modeled in the state-box view as well as for componentsmodeled in the black-box view. This composition is well-de�ned for networksof in�nitely many components. To show the applicability of the model, severalexamples are given.
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Chapter 1IntroductionThe SysLab project aims at providing a scienti�cally well-founded approachfor software- and system development. Within SysLab, the system model (see[RKB95], [KRB96]) serves as a common reference model for the de�nition ofthe semantics of the SysLab description techniques, for de�ning notions ofcorrectness for transformation rules and for the tool system to be developed.The main emphasis of the technical report [RKB95] was to motivate the need forsuch a system model and to provide a common understanding and terminologyfor the project participants. Therefore, a very concise and abstract formaldescription of the system model has been given, while leaving intentionallymany technical questions open. In particular, no glass-box view for elementarycomponents has been given.This report complements [RKB95] in many di�erent ways. State-box models areprovided by timed port automata, for which an operational and a correspondingdenotational semantics are given. Composition is de�ned for components mod-eled in the state-box view as well as for components modeled in the black-boxview. This composition is also well-de�ned for networks of in�nitely many com-ponents. Also, some minor revisions concerning the system-model have beenmade. To show the applicability of the model, several examples are given.The paper is organized as follows: In the following section, we repeat the mainmotivation for the SysLab system model from [RKB95]. The third sectionintroduces streams as a basic mathematical concept for the paper. The fourthsection is dedicated to basic components, i.e. to components that are not dis-tributed. Here two views are presented, called the state-box view and theblack-box view. In Section 5, networks of components are introduced. Theseallow to model the spatial or logical distribution of a system. In Section 6,the introduced techniques are used to specify the SysLab system model, whichcan be seen as a special system architecture appropriate for the kind of sys-tems studied in SysLab. In Section 7, the applicability of the system model isdemonstrated by two examples. The paper ends with a conclusion.
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Chapter 2Goals of the SysLab systemmodelBefore we formally de�ne the SysLab system model, we want to present thecontext in which the system model is used. Therefore, in the following sectionwe briey outline the state-of-the art in the area of software engineering intheory and practice, and give an overview over the goals of the SysLab project.In the remainder of this section, we put up requirements for the SysLab systemmodel.2.1 Software Engineering MethodsMethods for systems and software development, like OMT [RBP+92], Fusion[CAB+94], and GRAPES [Hel90], model a system in di�erent abstraction levelsand under di�erent views. Within the process of modeling they use descriptiontechniques like entity-/relationship-diagrams and their object-oriented exten-sions, state automata, sequence charts or data-ow diagrams. A critical pointof existing commercial methods is that the de�nition of the description tech-niques as well as the relationships between di�erent description techniques ofa method is usually only given informally. A lot of problems during the ap-plication of the methods exist, which are caused by the ambiguous and vagueinterpretation of the semantics of the used modeling concepts:� the communication between the persons involved in the project is moredi�cult, because of ambiguities arising from informal semantic descrip-tions,� it is impossible to de�ne formal relationships between di�erent descriptionlevels and to de�ne rules to transfer information between two descriptionlevels,� a solid basis for tool support is missing,4



� and moreover even in one description level there is a lack of clarity con-cerning the consistency and completeness of a set of documents. Issuesconcerning \consistency" and \completeness" can only be tackled infor-mally.As a consequence, it is understandable why tool systems for methods (\CASE-Tools") often do not cause the expected gain in productivity: The informationwhich can be acquired by the use of methods is, because of the de�cient semanticfoundation of the methods, not very evident. As a result of this the functionalityof tools is mostly purely restricted to document editing and managing functions.Recently, various approaches for formalizing methods of systems and softwaredevelopment were given. Well known are the so-called \meta-models", origi-nating in the context of tool integration, (see [CDI92], [Tho89] and [HL93]).However, by this \models" almost only the abstract syntax of the descriptiontechniques is captured. An overview of several projects concerning the integra-tion of structured methods with techniques of formal speci�cation can be foundin [SFD92]. In [Hus94], the British standard method SSADM [AG90] is formal-ized using the algebraic speci�cation language Spectrum [BFG+93]. The workof Hussmann goes further than the approaches described in [SFD92], becauseHussmann states a mathematical model of the information systems modeled bySSADM to which he relates the di�erent description techniques which occur inthe method. This approach o�ers a complete analysis of the semantics of theSSADM-description techniques and their relationships, the de�nition of condi-tions for consistency and completeness of a set of description techniques, and asimple basis for obtaining prototypes by functional programs.2.2 The role of the system model in SysLabThe SysLab-project aims at developing a practicable method for system- andsoftware development. The method is required to be scienti�cally founded,such that it does not show the above-mentioned disadvantages due to the lackof a semantic foundation. Moreover, in SysLab a prototype a tool system willbe created. The formalization should not end in itself, but it should providethe semantic basis for the check for consistency of the concepts. The semanticfoundation is achieved by the usage of a uniform system model for SysLab.This abstract mathematical model of information processing systems is usedas semantic basis for all description techniques de�ned in SysLab, such asobject diagrams, state diagrams, data-ow diagrams, etc. The correctness ofall transformation rules for the transformation of documents is de�ned in termsof the system model. Each document, such as an object diagram, is regardedas a proposition over the mathematical system model.The formalization of description techniques leads primarily to a deeper com-prehension of the meaning of the descriptions, the aspects on which statementsare given, and their inter-relations. Therefore, description techniques could be5



used more objectively. Furthermore, it is possible to state conditions for con-sistency and completeness of a set of description documents, and to de�ne andto analyze relationships between description documents of di�erent abstractionlevels. This is demonstrated in [Rum96]. Moreover, formalization is an impor-tant mile-stone on the way to a more e�ective tool support of methods, becausesemantic-preserving transformations between di�erent description techniquesare feasible which �nally result in executable code. Finally, a exible applica-tion of formal techniques, which is necessary in safety-critical applications, ispossible.2.3 Requirements on the system modelIt is the aim of this paper to provide a common basis for all people involvedin the SysLab-project concerning the notion of system used and concerningthe de�nition of the semantic of the various description techniques. Therefore,the system model has to cover all phases and all description techniques of theSysLab method, and it may not be restricted to a certain class of informa-tion processing systems, such as business applications. From that results therequirement that the system model has to be as general as possible.On the other hand, it should be easy to de�ne a semantics based on the systemmodel for the description techniques to be developed. This leads to the require-ment that the system model has to be tailored for the description techniqueswe aim at. This means for instance that we aim at a model supporting thedynamic creation and deletion of components (\objects").The basic assumption with respect to the structure of information processingsystems is that such systems are hierarchically and modularly constructed froma number of components, which may interact in parallel and which can beviewed as information processing systems for themselves. In this case, we callthe system a distributed system. Distribution here means spatial distribution aswell as logical distribution of functionality across components. However, thereare systems which can not be parallelized or distributed any further. Suchbasic components can be modeled using state automata with input and output.The repeated decomposition of a system into subsystems yields a hierarchicalsystem, the structure of which can be viewed as a tree with distributed systemson the inner nodes and with basic components on the leaves.We are interested in a system model in which each kind of interaction is express-ible. In our opinion, each kind of interaction can be viewed as the exchangeof messages between the interacting components. Such components can bemodeled as having input ports to receive messages from their environment, andoutput ports to send messages to their environment. Ports constitute the in-terface of a component, they provide the only possibility for the interactionbetween a component and its environment. The behavior of such a componentis the relationship between the sequences of messages on its inputs ports andthe sequences of messages on its output ports. Systems and their componentsencapsulate data as well as processes. Encapsulation of data means that the6



state is not directly visible to the environment, but can only be accessed usingexplicit communication. Encapsulation of processes means that the exchangeof a message does not imply the exchange of control, and that therefore eachcomponent is itself a process.Exchange of messages between the components of a system is asynchronous.This means that a message can be sent independently of a possible readiness ofthe receiver to receive the message. The requirement for asynchronous commu-nication results from experience in the project Focus [BDD+93]: Asynchronoussystem models provide the most abstract system model for systems with mes-sage exchange. They can easily be modeled using stream processing functions,for which a multitude of tractable speci�cation techniques for untimed as well asfor timed systems exist ([GS95a], [BDD+93]). Moreover, for stream processingfunctions a powerful theory for compositional re�nement has been developed.By using an asynchronous system model, in contrast to process algebraic ap-proaches like the �-calculus [Mil91] or CCS [Mil89], we do not have to tacklesynchronization issues. To take into account synchronization is in our opinionan issue which is irrelevant in the early phases of system development. How-ever, synchronization can easily be encoded in our model, e.g. by using anappropriate protocol.If possible, the system model should not impose any constraints concerningthe addressing of messages. One possibility for addressing is that input andoutput ports are statically connected through channels. Alternatively, it is alsopossible in our model to address messages using identi�ers, as they are used inthe context of object-oriented programming languages. Moreover, in de�ningthe semantics of object-oriented programming languages we can not assume thatthe set of components is static, but we have to allow for the dynamic generationof components. These requirements lead to two concepts for communication.The �rst uses ports and the second uses identi�ers. The system model has to beprepared for both communication concepts, where one of them or a combinationof both may be chosen if the system model is applied.However, our system model is not concerned with further object oriented con-cepts like class descriptions or inheritance hierarchies. These are regarded asdescription techniques, the semantics of which is de�ned using the mathematicalsystem model.To allow for the consideration of systems in which time is relevant, the systemmodel has to provide an explicit notion of time which goes beyond the causalityrelation formalized e.g. by the monotonicity requirement for stream processingfunctions [BDD+93]. We assume that a discrete time, which is obtained bypartitioning the time scale into equidistant time intervals, is su�cient for thepurpose of SysLab.
7



Chapter 3Basic NotionsWe model an interactive system by a network of autonomous componentswhich communicate via directed channels in a time-synchronous and message-asynchronous way. Time-synchrony is achieved by using a global clock split-ting the time axis into discrete, equidistant time units. Message-asynchrony isachieved by allowing arbitrary, but �nitely many messages to be sent along achannel in each time unit.3.1 Communication HistoriesWe model the communication histories of directed channels by in�nite streamsof �nite streams of messages. Each �nite stream represents the communicationhistory within a time unit. The �rst �nite stream contains the messages receivedwithin the �rst time unit, the second the messages received within the secondtime unit, and so on (see Figure 3.1). Since time never halts, any completecommunication history is in�nite.
......

m1 m2
... mk

time unit j

1 j

Figure 3.1: Timed streamLet D be the set of all messages. Then [D�] is the set of all complete commu-nication histories, and (D�)� is the set of all partial communication histories1.1For an arbitrary set S, we denote by S� the set of �nite streams over S and by [S] the setof in�nite streams over S.
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A named communication history is a stream tuple � 2 (I ! [D�]) assigning toeach channel named by the elements of I a complete communication history2.Similarly, a partial named communication history � 2 (I ! (D�)�) assignsto each channel named by the elements of I a partial communication history.Note that if I = ; then both I ! [D�] and I ! (D�)� contain exactly onenamed stream tuple, the empty stream tuple and the empty partial streamtuple respectively.Given a timed stream s 2 [D�] and natural number j, s#j denotes the pre�xof s containing exactly the �rst j sequences. The # operator is overloaded tonamed stream tuples in a point-wise style, i.e. for a named stream tuple �, �#jdenotes the result of applying #j to each component of �. In an element-wisestyle, it is also extended to sets of named stream-tuples.3.2 Sum and ProjectionNamed sequences of messages and named communication histories can be com-bined and restricted using the overloaded sum and projection operators. Beforede�ning these operators, let us denote by �ln 2 I ! D� the content of thenamed communication history � 2 I ! [D�] at time unit n.De�nition 1 (Sum) For any I; J such that I \ J = ; we de�ne the sum onnamed sequences as follows:+ 2 (I ! D�)� (J ! D�)! ((I [ J)! D�)('+  )(i) def= ( '(i) if i 2 I (i) if i 2 JWe overload this sum to communication histories such that for all n:+ 2 (I ! [D�])� (J ! [D�])! ((I [ J)! [D�])(�+ �)lndef= �ln +�ln 2De�nition 2 (Projection) The projection of � 2 I ! D� on O is written as�jO. It is an element of (I \O)! D� such that:(�jO)(i) def= �(i) for each i 2 (I \O)The projection of � 2 I ! [D�] on a set of names O is also written as �jO. Itis an element of (I \O)! [D�] such that for all n:(�jO)lndef= (�ln)jO 2Note that if I \ O = ; then �jO and �jO represent the empty named sequenceand the empty named stream tuple respectively. Projection is extended to setsof named stream-tuples in an element-wise style.2Note that I ! [D�] and [I ! D�] are isomorphic and therefore interchangeable.9



Chapter 4Basic ComponentsIn this section, we present two views on basic components. In the state-box view[HM93], a basic component is modeled using some kind of state machine, socalled timed port automata. In the black-box view, we abstract from the internalstructure of a system and model a component solely by its external behavior,which is given by a set of functions mapping input streams to output streams.4.1 State-Box ViewThere are many automaton models for modeling interactive systems. Examplesare I/O-automata [LS89] and automata with output [RK96]. In this paper weuse timed port automata, which provide an elegant way to model timed anduntimed components in our system model, and which can be easily composed.4.1.1 Timed Port-AutomataIn the state-based approach, we model components by timed port automata,as de�ned in [GR95] and similarly in [Rum96]. Their interface consists of a setof input and output ports. To achieve modularity, ports may be hidden.De�nition 3 (Port signature) Let D be a set of data values and I;O;Hpairwise disjoint sets of input, output and hidden or internal ports respectively.A port signature is a tuple � = (D; I;O;H). Given a port signature � =(D; I;O;H), we denote by C = I [O [H the set of all ports in �. 2As we already pointed out in the introduction, components communicate asyn-chronously. As a consequence, timed port automata are not allowed to blocktheir environment. Therefore, in every state, they have to react to every possi-ble input. The automata are timed, i.e. each reaction (or transition) takes placein one time unit. The input or output associated with a transition consists ofa �nite sequence of messages. The empty sequence denotes the absence of anyinput- or output message. 10



De�nition 4 (Timed port automaton) A timed port automaton is a tupleA = (�; S; S0; �) where:� � is a port signature,� S is a set of states,� S0 � S is the set of start states,� � 2 S � (C ! D�) � S is the transition relation, which is required to bereactive:8s 2 S; i 2 (I ! D�) : 9t 2 S; � 2 (C ! D�) : (s; �; t) 2 � ^ �jI = i.2Note that reactiveness requires the existence of at least one transition in everystate, even if the automaton does not have any input channels. This assures timeprogress because any transition takes place in exactly one time unit. Anotherconsequence is that a timed port automaton cannot have an empty transitionrelation.If (s; �; t) 2 � we also write it as s �!� t or simply as s �! t if � is clear from thecontext. A named sequence � 2 N ! D� is called an input action if N = I,an output action if N = O and a hidden action if N = H. Input and outputactions are also called external actions.Example 1 (The timed merge automaton) The automaton FM , de�nedby FM = (�; fsg; fsg; �), where � = (D; fi; jg; fog; ;), consumes data itemsfrom the channels i and j and sends them to o. The automaton is fair, i.e. itnever neglects any incoming message inde�nitely. The automaton has only onestate which is also the initial one. The transition relation is de�ned as follows1:� = fs fi 7!a; j 7!b; o 7!cg�! s j 9p 2 fi; jg#c : a = pri(p; c) ^ b = prj(p; c)gwhereprk(k & p;m & a) =m & prk(p; a)prk(l & p;m & a) = prk(p; a)prk(�; �) = �; for k; l 2 fi; jg and k 6= lEach transition corresponds to a merge of a and b. Note that if a or b is � thenc is b or a, respectively. 24.1.2 Executions, Schedules and BehaviorsDe�nition 5 (Execution, schedule, behavior) An execution of an automa-ton A is an in�nite sequence s0; �0; s1; �1; : : : such that s0 2 S0 and 8i : si �i!si+1. We denote the set of all executions of A by execs(A).1#c is the length of sequence c; m & a appends the message m in front of sequence a.11



The schedule sched(�) of an execution � is the subsequence of � containingonly actions in �. We denote the set of schedules of A by scheds(A).The behavior beh(�) of an execution or schedule � is the subsequence of �containing only external actions. We denote by behs(�) the set of all behaviorsof �. 2Note that schedules and behaviors are named communication histories. Givenan automaton A and an input stream-tuple � 2 I ! [D�], we denote the set ofbehaviors of A with input � by A[�] and write it simply [�] when A is clear fromthe context. Formally:A[�] = f� 2 behs(A) j �jI = �gFor a deterministic automaton A[�] is a singleton for each �.4.1.3 Strongly Pulse Driven AutomataTimed port automata have a characteristic property: they process their inputincrementally. In other words, at any moment of time, their output does notdepend on future input. This property is called pulse-drivenness and it has twovariations: strong pulse-drivenness and weak pulse-drivenness.The output produced in time unit t by a strongly pulse-driven automaton isnot only independent of future input but also of input received in the sametime unit. The output produced by a weakly pulse-driven automaton in timeunit t can also depend on the input received in time unit t. Hence, the stronglypulse-driven automata introduce a delay between input and output while theweakly pulse-driven automata may not.De�nition 6 (Pulse driven automata) An timed port automaton A is calledstrongly pulse-driven i�8�; �; n : �#n = �#n ) [�] jO#n+1 = [�] jO#n+1An automaton A is called weakly pulse-driven i�8�; �; n : �#n = �#n ) [�] jO#n = [�] jO#n 2For a deterministic automaton, weak pulse-drivenness says that we can unfoldthe automaton into a tree of in�nite broadness and depth, whose nodes aremarked by states and whose branches are marked with input, output and hiddenmessages (C ! D�), that lead from the father's state to the son's state.Due to reactivity of an automaton, each node in the unfolded tree has at leastone branch for every input of I ! D�, due to determinism it has at most onebranch for every input of I ! D�. Each path in the tree corresponds to abehavior � and each level n corresponds to the set of all behaviors �#n.For a nondeterministic automaton, the same unfolding is possible, but now eachnode in the unfolded tree may have more than one branch for a given input.12



Theorem 1 Every timed port automaton is weakly pulse-driven.Proof: An immediate consequence of reactiveness. 2Theorem 2 The timed merge automaton TMA is weakly pulse-driven but notstrongly pulse-driven.Proof: Trivial 2Sometimes we want to require strong pulse-drivenness only on particular subsetsof the input and output channels.De�nition 7 (Strong pulse-drivenness with respect to (G;P )) A timedport automaton A is strongly pulse-driven with respect to (G;P ), where G � Iand P � O, i�8�; �; n : (�jG)#n = (�jG)#n ^ (�jInG)#n+1 = (�jInG)#n+1) ([�] jP )#n+1 = ([�] jP )#n+1Obviously, if P = ; then each automaton is strongly pulse-driven wrt. (G;P ).2An example of a strongly pulse-driven automaton is the bu�er given below.Example 2 (A bu�er with restricted delay) The bu�er automatonBUF = (�;D�; f�g; �) where � = (D; fig; fog; ;)consumes data items from i and reproduces them with a �nite delay on o. Theorder of the incoming messages is preserved and the bu�er capacity is unre-stricted. The contents of the bu�er is modeled by the set of states D�. Toensure that every received message is also sent, we enforce BUF to send at leastone message if the contents of the bu�er is not empty. The transition relation isde�ned below, where & denotes the concatenation operation on �nite sequences:� = fa& s fi 7!b; o 7!ag�! s& b j (a; b 2 D�) ^ (a& s 6= �) a 6= �)gNote that the delay of every message is bounded by the input received earlier. 24.2 Black-Box ViewIn many cases, for methodical reasons one is interested in a more abstract viewof a component than the view given by a state machine or by a network (see thefollowing section). In such cases, the black-box view, also called the history-based approach, can be used [GS95b, GR95]. In the history-based approach wemodel components by sets of functions.Each function has the form f 2 (I ! [D�]) ! (O ! [D�]). It maps namedinput histories to named output histories. The names of the input channelsbuild the set I and the names of the output channels build the set O.13



The reason for working with in�nite histories is that if no action is communi-cated along an input channel within a time unit, then an empty message se-quence occurs in the input history. The lack of this timing information causesthe fair merge anomaly [Kel78].The functions should behave similar to deterministic automata, i.e., they shouldprocess their input incrementally.De�nition 8 (Pulse driven functions) Stream processing functions whoseoutput until time j (j + 1) is completely determined by the input until time jare called weakly (strongly) pulse-driven. Formally:8�; �; j : �#j = �#j ) f(�)#j = f(�)#j (weakly pulse-driven)8�; �; j : �#j = �#j ) f(�)#j+1 = f(�)#j+1 (strongly pulse-driven)We use the arrow + for sets of strongly pulse-driven functions and the arroww+ for sets of weakly pulse-driven functions. 2Strongly and weakly pulse-driven functions correspond to contractive and non-expansive functions in the metric of streams (see [GS95b, GR95]). As a con-sequence, by Banach's �xed point theorem, strong pulse-drivenness guaranteesunique �xed points of feedback loops.Theorem 3 Projection is a pulse-driven function. Sum is a pulse-driven func-tion in each argument.Proof: (�+ �)#n and (�jO)#n only depend on �#n and �#n. 2To allow non-deterministic components, we model components by sets of weaklypulse-driven functions:De�nition 9 (Components) A component whose input and output channelsare named by I and O, respectively, is given by a nonempty set of weakly pulse-driven functionsF � (I ! [D�]) w+ (O ! [D�]);that is closed in the sense that for all weakly pulse-driven functions f of thesame signature(8� 2 (I ! [D�]) : 9f 0 2 F : f(�) = f 0(�))) f 2 F: 2The above de�nition is very powerful. It not only makes the model fully abstract,but it also allows us to handle unbounded nondeterminism. Note that theuse of relations instead of sets of functions is problematic in connection withunbounded nondeterminism (see for example [Cos85, NP92]).
14



Chapter 5NetworksA component may be distributed in a network of subcomponents. In this case athird view, the so called network-view describes the distribution of a component.It is given by the set of subcomponents as well as their connections. Formally,connections are described by named streams. Two components sharing a chan-nel as input resp. output stream are connected together. Moreover, in thissection we show how one can derive the state-box as well as the black-box viewof a distributed component if the corresponding views of its subcomponents aregiven.5.1 Composition of State-Box ViewsIn this section, we �rst show how two automata can be composed into a newautomaton. This result is then generalized to the composition of in�nite setsof automata. Moreover, we introduce a hiding operator which provides controlover the scoping of channels.5.1.1 Binary CompositionWhen composing automata the �rst to decide is, whether automata should beallowed to write on the same channels or not. In the case of the one-to-manycomposition only one automaton is allowed to write on a given channel. Thisassures that no merging of messages is necessary. We also require that hiddenchannels are private.De�nition 10 (Compatible port signatures) The signatures �1 and �2are called compatible i� O1 \O2 = H1 \ C2 = H2 \ C1 = ; 2If two automata are composed, the output channels of one automaton are con-nected to the input channels with the same name of the other automaton. Agraphical illustration is given in Figure 5.1. The set of hidden channels of thecomposed automaton is the union of the sets of hidden channels of the compo-nents. 15
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O21OFigure 5.1: Binary compositionDe�nition 11 (Binary composition of signatures) If �1 and �2 are com-patible then the setsI = (I1 n O2) [ (I2 n O1); O = O1 [O2; H = H1 [H2are pairwise disjoint. We may therefore de�ne the composition of �1 and �2to be the signature �1 
 �2 = (D; I;O;H). As before C = I [O [H. 2The main di�culty of untimed approaches is composition. The absence of in-formation about the causality or the relative timing of the messages exchangedby two automata leads to the Brock-Ackerman anomaly. The I/O automataapproach introduces causality between messages by arranging them in a linearorder: the synchronized merge of the messages of each automaton. Synchro-nization takes place when one automaton sends a message which the otherautomaton has to accept due to its input enabledness ([LS89], [BDDW91]). Tomake interleaving possible, each transition of an I/O automaton is marked withonly one message: either an input or an output message. As a consequence,this approach is not explicitly concurrent. This is the case even if one wouldintroduce special time transitions.We work with a global clock: each transition takes place in the same, constantunit of time in both automata. Hence, our approach is time-synchronous andmessage-asynchronous. By using a global clock, we have enough causality in-formation to obtain a very simple yet powerful notion of composition: the setof input and output messages of the composed automaton at a given time nis simply the union of the input and output messages of the components atthe same time n. Note that union also takes care for communication. If anoutput channel of one automaton is connected to an input channel of the otherautomaton, the input channel does not appear in the composed automaton.16



De�nition 12 (Binary composition of automata) Given two timed portautomata A1 and A2 with compatible signatures. Then the binary compositionof A1 and A2 is A1 
A2 = (�; S; S0; �) which is de�ned as follows:� � = �1 
 �2,� S = S1 � S2,� S0 = S01 � S02 ,� �1 
 �2 2 S � (C ! D�)� S�1 
 �2 = f(s1; s2) �! (t1; t2) j s1 �jC1! t1 2 �1 ^ s2 �jC2! t2 2 �2g 2Similarly to the composition for I/O automata, this composition allows au-tomata to block each other, e.g., the composition can have an empty transitionrelation.Example 3 (Blocking) Given two automata with complementary signaturesA1 = (�1; fs1g; fs1g; �1); �1 = (N; fig; fog; ;)A2 = (�2; fs2g; fs2g; �2); �2 = (N; fog; fig; ;)and with the following transition relations, where 1& a appends the naturalnumber 1 in front of the sequence a:�1 = f(s1; fi 7! a; o 7! 1& ag; s1) j a 2 N�g�2 = f(s2; fo 7! a; i 7! 1& ag; s2) j a 2 N�gThe composed automatonA = (�1 
 �2; f(s1; s2)g; (s1; s2); �1 
 �2); �1 
 �2 = (N ; ;; fi; og; ;)has an empty transition relation �1
�2, because there is no � = fi 7! a; o 7! bgsuch that b = 1& a as required by the �rst automaton and that a = 1& b asrequired by the second automaton. This can be interpreted either as divergenceor as blocking. In the second case each automaton waits without success for anoutput produced by the other automaton. 2Since �1 
 �2 is empty, A is not a timed port automaton. This means thatcomposition is a partial operation. However, if the output produced by oneautomaton is independent of the output produced by the other automaton thenthe automata cannot block each other and the composition is well de�ned.Theorem 4 Given two timed port automata A1 and A2. Let G = I1 \O2 andP = I2 \O1. If either A1 is strongly pulse-driven with respect to (G;P ) or A2is strongly pulse-driven with respect to (P;G), then �1 
 �2 is well de�ned, thatmeans A1 
A2 is a port automaton.The proof for this and the following two theorems can be seen in [GR95]. Inthe sequel we always assume that the conditions required by the above theoremhold. Note that if any of G or P is empty, the composition is well de�ned evenif both automata are only weakly pulse-driven.17



Theorem 5 Given timed port automata A1 and A2. Thenexecs(A1 
A2) = fe j ejA1 2 execs(A1) ^ ejA2 2 execs(A2)gscheds(A1 
A2) = fe j ejA1 2 scheds(A1) ^ ejA2 2 scheds(A2)gbehs(A1 
A2) = fe j ejA1 2 behs(A1) ^ ejA2 2 behs(A2)gStrong pulse-drivenness is preserved by composition.Theorem 6 If A1 and A2 are strongly pulse-driven automata then so is A1 
A2.5.1.2 In�nite CompositionWe now extend these results to the composition of in�nitely many components.In�nitely many components are used to model dynamic creation and destructionof components in the system model. For example, the in�nite set of all instancesof a class can be represented by an in�nite set of components in the systemmodel. These objects are created and deleted by sending appropriate messagesto them.Observe that in�nite composition cannot be done by a generalisation of binarycomposition to arbitrary (�nite) composition, because there is a limit processinvolved.De�nition 13 (Compatible port signatures) Given a countable set J . Thesignatures (�j)j2J are called compatible i�Oj \Ok = Hj \ Ck = Hk \ Cj = ;for each j; k 2 J; j 6= k. 2Observe that while output channels are private, input channels may be sharedamong signatures.De�nition 14 (In�nite composition of signatures) Given a compatible setof signatures (�j)j2J : Then the setsI = (Sj2J Ij) n (Sj2J Oj); O = Sj2J Oj ; H = Sj2J Hjare pairwise disjoint. We may therefore de�ne the composition of (�j)j2J tobe the signature 
j2J�j = (D; I;O;H). As before C = I [O [H. 2De�nition 15 (In�nite composition of automata) Given the set of timedport automata (Aj)j2J with compatible signatures. The in�nite composition of(Aj)j2J is
j2JAj = (�; S; S0; �)
18



which is de�ned as follows:� � = 
j2J�j,� S = �j2JSj,� S0 = 
j2JS0j ,� 
j2J�j 2 S � (C ! D�)� S
j2J�j = fs �! t j 8j 2 J : s(j) �jCj! t(j) 2 �jg 2Theorem 7 Given the timed port automata (Aj)j2J with compatible signa-tures. Let Ifj = Ij \ O and Ofj = Oj \ (Sk2J Ik). If every component Aj isstrongly pulse-driven with respect to (Ifj ; Ofj ), then 
j2J�j is well de�ned, i.e.,
j2JAj is a timed port automaton.Proof: We have to show that 
j2J�j is reactive. Given s = (sj)j2J andi 2 I ! D�. Since each Aj is strongly pulse-driven wrt. (Ifj ; Ofj ), the outputon Ofj at a time unit does not depend on its input on the feedback channels Ifjat this time unit.This means, the output of 2 O ! D� such that of jAj = ofj for all j 2 J iscompletely determined by the state s and the input i. Since Ifj � Sk2J Ofk , theinput for Aj is �xed and given by (i+ of )jIj . By the reactivity of Aj , we can�nd a state tj and a �j such that �jjIj = (i+ of )jIj and (s(j); �j ; tj) 2 �j. Taket = (tj)j2J for the next state and � such that �jAj = �j for the action. 2The obvious generalization of theorem 5 to in�nite composition is left to thereader.5.1.3 HidingHiding is a very important operation which provides control over the scoping ofchannels. This is of great importance in the modular development of reactivesystems.There are two reasons for using a separate hiding operator instead of a compo-sition which automatically hides the interconnected channels. First, the com-position with hiding is not associative. Second, our compositionality result forbehaviors could not have been formulated in the simple way we did, because thecomponent behaviors would have contained information which were not presentin the behavior of the composed automata.De�nition 16 (Hiding) Given a timed port automatonA = (�; S; S0; �); where � = (D; I;O;H)and a set P � O. The automaton � P : A is then de�ned as follows:� P : A = (�0; S; S0; �); where �0 = (D; I;O n P;H [ P ) 2It is easy to see that � P : A is a timed port automaton.19
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O21OFigure 5.2: Binary composition5.2 Composition of Black-Box ViewsIn the preceding section we studied how components modeled by automatacan be composed. Because in many cases components are not modeled usingautomata, but using the black-box view, it is also important that one cancompose such black-box components.5.2.1 Binary CompositionWe de�ne the composition slightly more general than in [GS95b] because werelax the pulse-drivenness requirements and allow one-to-many communication.De�nition 17 (Binary composition) Given two components F1 and F2 withinput channels in I1 and I2 and output channels in O1 and O2:F1 � (I1 ! [D�]) w+ (O1 ! [D�]); F2 � (I2 ! [D�]) w+ (O2 ! [D�])such that I1 \O1 = I2 \O2 = O1 \O2 = ;. Let J = I1 \O2 and P = I2 \O1.If either F1 is strongly pulse-driven with respect to (J; P ) or F2 is stronglypulse-driven with respect to (P; J) then we may compose them in accordancewith Figure 5.2. We refer to the resulting network as the binary composition ofF1 and F2 and write it as F1 
 F2. Formally:I = (I1 n O2) [ (I2 nO1); O = O1 [O2;F1 
 F2 � (I ! [D�]) w+ (O ! [D�]);F1 
 F2 = ff j 8� : 9f1 2 F1; f2 2 F2 :f(�) = o+ p where o = f1((�+ p)jI1); p = f2((�+ o)jI2)g220



Theorem 8 F1 
 F2 is a component.Proof sketch: That F1 
 F2 6= ; follows straightforwardly from Banach's�xed point theorem. Closedness follows from the nesting of the quanti�ers(9f1; f2 : : : inside of 8�). 25.2.2 In�nite CompositionDe�nition 18 (In�nite composition) Given the components (Fj)j2J withinput channels in Ij and output channels in Oj,Fj � (Ij ! [D�]) w+ (Oj ! [D�]);such that Ij\Oj = Oj\Ok = ; for each j; k 2 J; j 6= k. Let Ifj = Ij\(Sj2J Oj)and Ofj = Oj \ (Sj2J Ij) be the feedback channels of Fj.If each Fj is strongly pulse-driven with respect to (Ifj ; Ofj ), then the in�nitecomposition 
j2JFj is de�ned as follows:I = (Sj2J Ij) n O; O = Sj2J Oj ;
j2JFj � (I ! [D�]) w+ (O ! [D�]);
j2JFj = ff j 8� : 8j 2 J : 9fj 2 Fj :f(�)jOj = fj((�+ o)jIj ) where o = f(�) 2Theorem 9 Given components (Fj)j2J , then 
j2JFj 6= ;.Proof: Since Fj is a component for each j, we may �nd functions fj suchthat fj 2 Fj . We de�ne function g such that:g 2 (O ! [D�])� (I ! [D�])! (O ! [D�])g(p; �)jOj = fj((�+ p)jIj )where p 2 (O ! [D�]). As composition of all fj is g contractive ([GR95]) in eachOj . Since this de�nition is equal to g(p; �) = �j2J g(p; �)jOj , g is contractive inp. By Banach's �xed-point theorem, f = �g is well de�ned, yielding a function:f 2 (I ! [D�])! (O ! [D�])which is by construction f 2 
j2JFj . 2Theorem 10 
j2JFj is a component.Proof: By theorem 9 it is enough to prove that 
j2JFj is closed. Supposef 2 (I ! [D�]) w+ (O ! [D�]) and8� : 9f 0 2 
j2JFj : f(�) = f 0(�):Then for a given � and f 0 there are functions fj 2 Fj such that:f 0(�)jOj = fj((�+ o)jIj ) where o = f 0(�):21



Hence, for every � there are functions fj 2 Fj such that:f(�)jOj = fj((�+ o)jIj ) where o = f(�):In other words f 2 
j2J Fj . 25.2.3 HidingAs for timed port automata, hiding provides control over the scoping of chan-nels. This is of great importance in the modular development of reactive sys-tems.De�nition 19 (Hiding) Given a component F with input channels in I andoutput channels in OF � (I ! [D�]) w+ (O ! [D�])and a set of channel names P � O. The component � P : F is de�ned asfollows:� P : F � (I ! [D�]) w+ ((O n P )! [D�])� P : F = ff j 8� : 9g 2 F : f(�) = g(�)jOnP g 2Theorem 11 Given a component F with inputs in I and outputs in O and aset P � O. Then � P : F is also a component.Proof: Trivial. 2
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Chapter 6System ModelIn the previous sections we presented techniques for modeling di�erent views ofa system and for relating these views. We will now show how the SysLab systemmodel can be de�ned using these techniques. In comparison with [RKB95], wehave also slightly extended the model, because we now also allow the duplicationof messages and broadcast communication.6.1 Outline of the System ModelThe SysLab system model serves as an underlying semantic model mainlyused to de�ne the semantics of description techniques used in the SysLabmethod. It is itself based on pure mathematics. The system model aims atdescribing general information processing systems, not just focusing for instanceon hardware- or database systems.The system model is hierarchical and modular. It is hierarchically composed ofinteracting components, where the leafs in the hierarchy are called basic com-ponents and internal nodes are called distributed components. All componentsinteract just by message passing via input and output ports. Data (states) ofcomponents are encapsulated, no sharing occurs. Messages between compo-nents are sent asynchronously. No addressing concept for messages is coded inthe system model. This allows for using identi�ers as e.g. in object-orientedsystems as well as using direct connections as e.g. in hardware systems. Dy-namic creation of components can be coded in our model by using possiblyin�nite sets of components, which can be \created" and \deleted" by specialmessages.We do not abstract from time, because this on the one hand allows us todescribe real-time systems and on the other hand prevents semantic problemsas e.g. the merge anomaly. We use a discrete linear time by dividing in�nitecommunication histories into in�nitely many intervals of the same length.
23



6.2 Component HierarchyIf we adopt a glass-box view when looking at a real system we �nd a hierarchyof components which are conceptually or spatially distributed.To describe this view we attach a unique identi�er to every component in thesystem. We therefore use the enumerable set of identi�ers ID. To describe thesystem hierarchy we use the functionParts : ID! P(ID)where Parts(i) denotes the identi�ers of all sub-components of component i.A component c is a basic component exactly if Partsc = ;. We distinguishbetween the set of basic components IDb and the set of distributed componentsIDd. Both sets are a partition of the total set of identi�ers, i.e. they are disjointand their union is the total set of identi�ers ID.Note that Parts must denote a tree, but this tree may be in�nitely broad anddeep to model dynamic processes. A special identi�er RootSystem 2 ID denotesthe root of this tree.6.3 Signature of ComponentsEvery component with identi�er c 2 ID has a set of input and output portswhich are used to receive and send messages to other components. These portsbuild the signature of a component. Given an enumerable set of portnames Pwe attach input ports Inc and output ports Outc to every component c 2 ID byIn : ID! P(P )Out : ID! P(P )Every port is connected to at most one component:c 6= d) (Inc [Outc) \ (Ind [Outd) = ;Inc \Outc = ;6.4 Behavior of ComponentsBesides its signature, every component has a behavior. We allow our com-ponents to be nondeterministic. This is modeled by using a set of streamprocessing functions with appropriate signature for every component:Behaviorc2ID � ((Inc ! [D�]) w+ (Outc ! [D�]):24



As basic components de�ne their behavior on their own, the behavior of dis-tributed components is composed of the behaviors of their parts and of thebehavior of the communication medium. The communication medium will beintroduced later for modeling the transmission of messages among componentsand their ports.6.5 Basic ComponentsA basic component is not distributed. Its behavior can be given either in aproperty oriented way as a black-box or in a state oriented way as a state-box.Given a global set ST of states, we assign a subset of these states to every basiccomponent:States : IDb ! P(ST ):The set of states is usually determined by data de�nitions. For example inobject-oriented frameworks, these states are made of attribute de�nitions. More-over, under some circumstances we may also encode a control part in the stateset.A set State0c contains the initial states of the component c:State0c � StatescTo describe the behavior of a basic component c, a state transition relation �cis used. It is allowed to describe nondeterminism as well as underspeci�cationof the basic component. So we have a nondeterministic transition relation ofsignature:�c : Statesc � (Inc [Outc ! D�)� Statescde�ning at least one pair of successor state and output for every state and everyinput on the input ports. Together with the signature, the initial state and thestate set the transition relation forms a timed port automaton AcAc = ((Inc; Outc; ;); Statesc; State0c ; �c).As described in [GR95], every port automaton Ac generates a set of weaklypulse-driven stream processing functions [[Ac]]. This set determines the behaviorof component c:c 2 IDb ) Behaviorc = [[Ac]]. 25



6.6 State of Basic ComponentsThe above mentioned global set of states ST comprises the data as well as thecontrol state of each component. The data state is usually described by somekind of algebra, resp. its sorts. In an implementation the control state is givenby some kind of program counter. In the more abstract system model, wemay represent a control state by a prophecy variable determining future outputtogether with the data state, that will be reached, when all the prophecy outputis done. Thus, internally we do not stutter the reaction of a component to someinput stimulus by subsequent internal transition on data states, but processthe �nal data state immediately and keep the resulting output messages in anoutput bu�er as prophecy. This allows us to deal only with consistent sets ofdata states and to have control states represented.As the input of a component is timed, we have to accept input messages atevery time. To get a further degree of description freedom we decide to add aninput bu�er for not yet processed input messages and thus get a state spacesimilar to [GKRB96]. The state space of every basic component c 2 IDb canbe seen as:Statec = (Inc ! D�)�Datac � (Outc ! D�)and the initial state space as:State0c � f�g �Datac � f�gwhere Datac is the data space of a basic component.6.7 Sorts in the System ModelThe data states of basic components and the input and output channels of everycomponent are usually typed. Therefore, we associate a sort of an algebra withevery� channel p 2 P (and therefore its messages) and every� space of data states Datac of basic components c 2 IDb.Thus, we assume the existence of an underlying algebra that provides sorts forall necessary sets of the system model. Algebras can be described convenientlyusing abstract data types.6.8 Communication MediumA distributed component c is made of at least one part (subcomponent). Ev-ery kind of computation of c is performed within these parts. However, theconnection structure of these parts and the strategy of message deliverance isnot coded in its parts, but in an additional \component" called communication26



medium. This communication medium is also responsible to deliver messagesfrom and to the environment of a component. It may therefore be considered asa membrane between the parts of a component as well as between the interiorand the environment of a component. The communication medium has to obeyseveral restrictions:� Messages with same source and destination port have to maintain order,� no messages are generated,� messages are not modi�ed,� the destinations of a message do not depend on the state of the commu-nication medium,� every destination of a message receives a message exactly once.In contrast to the system model in [RKB95], we now require the communica-tion medium to duplicate messages, if there is more than one destination fora message. This generalization allows us to model broadcasting, as well as thewiring of hardware, where one output channel is often connected to severalinput channels.In principle the communication medium is allowed to delay messages, but notin�nitely long. If one is interested in specifying real-time systems, the mediummay be re�ned to a medium without delay. Although the medium is not nec-essarily a component that is intended to be implemented, we may describe thecommunication medium as an ordinary component. It has a signature and abehavior and because of the possible delay also an internal state. In Figure 6.1 anetwork view shows how a component c is decomposed into the communicationmedium CMc and the parts of c. OutcInc CMccomponent c
InPartsc

OutPartscPartsc
Figure 6.1: Distribution of a component27



The communication medium of the distributed component c is modeled as com-ponent CMc. As signature, it has all the output ports of the parts of c as inputports and vice versa and the input- and output ports of component c itself. Wede�ne:OutPartsc= Sd2Partsc OutdInPartsc= Sd2Partsc IndThe communication medium CMc then has the following signature, de�ned byusing two further de�nitions Originsc for the input channels and Destinationcfor the output channels of CMc.Originsc = Inc [OutPartscDestinationsc= Outc [InPartscCMc � (Originsc ! [D�]) w+ (Destinationsc ! [D�])The behavior of the communication medium can now be described by a timedport automaton. This description gives another view on CMc but allows ba-sically the same behavior as described in [RKB95], generalized by the newduplication mechanism for messages. The communication medium is modeledas a set of bu�ers, containing the messages that are still to be delivered. The�rst purpose of the communication medium is therefore to distribute the in-coming messages into the proper bu�ers. As the destination of a message doesnot depend on the internal state of the communication medium, a functiondestinationc will be de�ned to determine the set of destinations of a messagewithin communication medium CMc. Similarity, originc determines the uniqueorigin of a message:destinationc: D ! P(Destinationsc)originc : D ! OriginscNote that the functions destinationc and originc depend on the component c inwhich they are used for message distribution. This is all we require about thesetwo functions in the system model. If the system model is used, destinationcand originc have to be specialized further by stating additional properties. Forinstance, to prevent messages from being lost, we may require destinationc tobe not empty for any message:8c 2 IDd; d 2 D: destinationc(d) 6= ;If exactly one destination for every message is required, we may in additionstate:8c 2 IDd; d 2 D: jdestinationc(d)j = 128



Function distributec collects the incoming messages at one time interval anddistributes them to the proper bu�ers:distributec : (Originsc ! D�)! (Destinationsc ! D�)8d 2 Destinationsc; o 2 Originsc; �:F ilter(fmjoriginc(m) = og; distributec(�):d) =Filter(fmjd 2 destinationc(m)g; �:o)The application of Filter(M; s) removes all messages not inM from the streamss. This way, the above formula expresses the requirement that all messages fromall origins are put in the appropriate bu�ers for their destination.Now the timed port automaton for the communication medium can be de�ned.We give a very general de�nition that can be specialized to various kinds ofcommunication media. Note that if the set Originsc is not �nite, distributecis a partial function. In this case it may happen that within one time unitin�nitely many components send a message to the same receiver. To preventthis problem, it is necessary to ensure that at every moment of time just a �nitesubset of components is active.The timed port Automaton CMAc for communication medium CMc is de�nedby: CMAc = (�; S; S0; �)where� = (Originsc;Destinationsc; ;)S = (Destinationsc ! D�)� (Destinationsc [ fNilg)!S0 = f(�x:�; fairlist)j8d 2 Destinationsc:#Filter(d; fairlist) =1g� = f((s; d&l); � + �; (t; l))j�&t = s&distribute(�) ^ (s:d 6= �) �:d 6= �)gThe set of states S is composed of� a bu�er for every destination port,� a fairness list of destination ports to prevent in�nite delay of messages inthese bu�ers.In each transition, one destination port is removed from the fairness list. If thecorresponding bu�er is not empty a message to the removed destination portis sent.To ensure fairness, in the initial fairness list each destination port has to occurin�nitely often. Nil denotes, that no output has to occur. Thus only internalactions take place. Moreover, initially all output bu�ers are empty.Note that the automaton CMAc is only weakly pulse-driven.
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6.9 Distributed ComponentsGiven a distributed component c 2 IDd, and assuming given port automataAp for every part p 2 Partsc, together with the automaton CMAc for thecommunication medium, a timed port automaton Ac for component c can becomposed. As shown in Section 5, there are restrictions on the composabilityof components. If only weak pulse-driven automata are composed, some kindof blocking may occur. To prevent this, a notion of strongly pulse-drivennesswith respect to (G;P ) has been developed in the previous section. The de�ni-tion has also been extended to get well de�ned composition for in�nitely manycomponents.In Figure 6.1 the composition of distributed component c is shown. It is of thegeneral form for black-box views:CM
 (
p2PartscBehaviorc)and for corresponding state-box views:� (InPartsc [OutPartsc) : CMAc 
 (
p2PartscAc)This composition is not necessarily well de�ned, due to the fact that all involvedautomata may be just weakly pulse-driven. However, we give two su�cientconditions for well de�nedness:Theorem 12 (strong pulse-drivenness of communication medium) Ifthe communication medium automaton CMAc is strongly pulse-driven, the com-position of Ap; p 2 Partsc and CMAc is well de�ned.Proof: First we observe, that 
p2PartscAc is just a parallel composition ofcompatible automata without any feedback. According to Theorem 7, we get(Ifj ; Ofj ) = (;; ;) for every Aj and thus trivially strong pulse-drivenness of Ajwith respect to (Ifj ; Ofj ). Thus A = 
p2PartscAc is well de�ned.Next, CMAc and A are compatible automata that are composed by the bi-nary variant of 
. As CMAc is strongly pulse-driven, Theorem 4 ensures wellde�nedneess of the overall composition. 2Theorem 13 (strong pulse-drivenness of parts) If the automaton Ap forevery part p of a component c is strongly pulse-driven, the composition of Ap; p 2Partsc and CMAc is well de�ned.Proof: Similarly to the above given proof A = 
p2PartscAc is well de�ned.As all components are strongly pulse-driven, so is their parallel composition A.Again Theorem 4 ensures well de�nedness of the overall composition. 2Strongly pulse-drivenness of the communication medium can be ensured by re-stricting the transition relation accordingly. The timed port Automaton CMAScfor strongly pulse-driven communication medium CMc can be de�ned by:30



CMASc = (�; S; S0; �0)with �; S; S0 as before and new�0 = f((�&s; d&l); � + �; (s&distribute(�); l))j(�&s):d 6= �) �:d 6= �gThe input � is stored in the next state, whereas the output � is taken from theactual state, and therefore has been stored earlier. To keep on progress, forevery channel d the output �:d is not empty if there are messages in the store(�&s):d.A strongly pulse-driven communication medium imposes a delay of at least onetime unit for every message. Such restrictions of the transition relation areallowed, as long as reactivity is preserved, because the above given proofs andtheorems do not use the structure of CMAc. Observe, that �0 � � and due tothe re�nement calculus for port automata de�ned in [Rum96]:[[CMASc]] � [[CMAc]]If we want the composition result to be strongly pulse-driven again, we can usethe following theorem:Theorem 14 (strong pulse-drivenness of composed automaton) ThecompositionCMAc 
 (
p2PartscAc)is strongly pulse-driven again, if the the automaton Ap for every part p of acomponent c is strongly pulse-driven, and no message from the environment ofc is sent back to this environment by the communication medium CMA:8d 2 D:originc(d) 2 Inc ) destinationc(d) \Outc = ;Proof: Theorem 13 ensures well de�nedness of the composition. The abovestated condition ensures, that incoming messages (from Inc) of a time unit areonly sent to the parts of the component. This ensures a strong pulse-drivennessof the communication medium CMAc with respect to (Inc; Outc). As all partsare strongly pulse-driven this property is preserved by the composition, meaningCMAc
(
p2PartscAc) is strongly pulse-driven with respect to (Inc; Outc). Thisis equivalent to strong pulse-drivenness of CMAc 
 (
p2PartscAc). 2From Theorem 14 follows immediately that the use of a strongly pulse-drivenautomaton CMASc always leads to a strongly pulse-driven composition.
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Chapter 7ExamplesTo get a better understanding how the presented system model can be applied,we now give two examples. The �rst example, a FIFO-Queue, is an example fora typical software system. The second example, an RS-ipop, is taken fromthe area of hardware design.7.1 QueueWe model an interactive queue which stores incoming messages of type Valueand dispenses them on request in a FIFO-order. Because this is a well-knownexample, we do not specify the black-box behavior of queues here.The queue has the identi�er qu, the input port qui, and the output port quo.It is implemented by a linked list of queue elements. The set of identi�ersfor the queue elements is given by the in�nite set IDQ � ID. As common inobject-oriented systems, message addressing is done via identi�ers. Identi�ersare su�cient, because we design every component to have exactly one input-and one output port. For every q 2 IDQ, qi and qo denote the input respectivelythe output port of queue element q. IDQi and IDQo are the corresponding setsof all input- and output ports of queue elements:Inq = fqig;Outq = fqogInqu = fquig;Outqu = fquogA queue element contains an ordinary value of set Value or the special valueNone to indicate that no ordinary value is contained. If a queue element containsa value, it also contains the identi�er of the next queue element (the rest of thequeue). Otherwise it uses a special element Nil to indicate that no next elementexists. Thus a queue element has two attributes:val : Value [ fNonegnext : IDQ [ fNilg 32
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Figure 7.1: Dynamic structure of a queueAt each point of time only a �nite subset of queue elements contains values. Wetherefore may depict the state of a Queue by its �nite set of elements containingvalues. Figure 7.1 depicts a two element queue. The messages of the input portof an element of class Queue are dispatched to its elements. Accordingly themessages from queue elements to the environment are collected and emittedthrough the output port. The signature of queue elements consists of two kindsof messages, to enque new values at the end of the queue (enq) and to dequevalues at the top of the queue (deq). The signature of queue elements is::enq(x : Value):deq(receiver : ID)The dequed value, as well as the identi�er of the rest of the queue are sentto the explicitly given receiver with message deq'd(v;next). Besides the abovede�ned signature, every message is in addition augmented with the identi�ersof the sender and of the receiver component. The set of messages D is thereforede�ned by:D = ID� ID� fenq(v); deq(id); deq'd(v; id)jv 2 Value; id 2 IDgWe have to ensure well de�nedness of automata composition. Therefore, wedecide the communication medium to be strongly pulse-driven. Hence our queueelements only have to be weakly pulse-driven. The communication medium isof type:CMqu : (IDQo [ fquig ! [D�]) p�!(IDQi [ fquog ! [D�])33



A dynamic change of the interconnection structure between components is pos-sible via changing attributes containing component identi�ers. The dynamiccreation of components can be modeled in the following way: Components thatdid not receive or send a message until a point in time are regarded as not yetcreated. Components are created if some message is sent to them by anothercomponent (the creator). To model this, we give the creator a su�cient listnewIDs containing the identi�ers of all components it can create. Initially thequeue element q0, encoding the empty queue, is assumed to be active. Thecreational function toCreate of typetoCreate : IDQ! [IDQ]delivers this list of identi�ers creatable by a given component. It de�nes apartition on IDQnfq0g, because every component can be created exactly by oneother component. It also de�nes a tree with root q0, because no circular creationdependencies are possible. To represent the set of still available identi�ers, weuse a third attribute newIDs : [IDQ] to the state of queue elements. Thisattribute is implicit, meaning that the programmer has no explicit control overthis variable. It is also not intended to be implemented as an attribute, but itis only used for modeling purposes. In concrete implementations using objectoriented programming languages, ID is implemented by the runtime system ofthe implementation language.The state set of a queue element can now be de�ned asStatesq = (Value [ fNoneg)� (IDQ [ fNilg)� [IDQ]with the initial statesState0q = f(None;Nil; toCreateq)g.The transition diagram �q for queue element q determines the state transitionrelation of a timed port automaton. This simply means every transition takesone unit in time. All messages arriving within one time interval are processedand the response is emitted. As delay is already encoded in the communicationmedium, the automata for the queue elements need not impose delay.The transition diagram is constructed in a pattern matching-style, well knownfrom functional programming:v; x 2 Value;next 2 IDQ; r 2 ID;newID 2 [IDQ]current state in out next state(v ;next; newID) enq(x) next:enq(x) (v;next;newID)(None;Nil ;id&newID) enq(x) (x;id ;newID)(v ;next; newID) deq(r) r:deq0d(v;next) (v;next;newID)34



The queue elements are not active themselves, they only react to incomingmessages by changing state and/or sending new messages. This property allowsus to write transition diagrams in such a pattern-matching style. The behaviorfor combinations of input messages and receiving states where no entry in theabove table occurs is underspeci�ed. This means that if such messages arereceived in the corresponding states, chaotic behavior is allowed.At last, the two functions originqu and destinationqu are de�ned to model howmessages are delivered by the communication medium:8d; id;8qsnd; qrec 2 IDQ; osnd; orec 2 IDnIDQ:originqu(qsnd; id; d) = qsndooriginqu(osnd; id; d) = quidestinationqu(id; qrec; d) = fqrecigdestinationqu(id; orec; d) = fquogNote that no message duplication and no message loss is possible, as this isusual in many software systems.We are now able to compose all the queue elements together with the communi-cation medium to the complete queue automaton Aqu. We also hide the input-and output ports of the queue elements:Aqu = � (IDQi [ IDQo) : CMqu 
 (
q2IDQAq)The composition is well de�ned due to Theorem 12. We get an in�nite productof states Aqu. However, due to this modeling, at every unit of time just a �nitesubset of components can be active.To reason about the overall behavior of the complete queue, one can and shoulduse an abstraction of this state set and de�ne an abstract timed port automatonthat can be re�ned into Aqu.7.2 RS-Flip-FlopAs a second example a standard hardware component, an RS-ip-op, is mod-eled. As depicted in Figure 7.2 it consists of two nor-gates.The nor-gates are statically connected through channels (\wires"). Therefore,in 7.2 we need not show the communication medium, but show only the staticconnection of the nor-gates. This static connection is nevertheless realized bya communication medium, which is however very simple (see below).The channels do not have any delay. Delay of exactly one time unit is introducedby the nor-gates. Note that each output channel oj branches into an outputchannel and into a feedback channel. Hardware usually has a time synchronousbehavior. Therefore, in our model in each time unit exactly one message (heresimply O or L) occurs. 35
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Figure 7.2: RS-ip-op exampleIf � is the identi�er of the ip-op, let nor1 and nor2 denote the nor-gates usedto construct the ip-op, i.e. we have Partsff = fnor1;nor2g. The signatureof the three components can is de�ned as follows:Inff = fr; sg Outff = fq; qgInnorj = faj ; bjg Outnorj = fojgMessages between these hardware components are nothing else than logical Land O. However, in the system model all messages are attributed with senderand receiver ports. Due to direct wiring it is enough to attach the port nameof the sender:D = fO;Lg � PAs the receiver doesn't use the additional information that is given by the senderportname, it is not necessary to implement this information. This allows theusual hardware implementation where data of form fO;Lg is transmitted viawires.A nor-gate doesn't have any state besides that it delays the output of a messagefor one time unit. Thus a nor gate is strongly pulse-driven. This modeling isadequate, because the duration of a time unit may be chosen such that everycomponent shows delay [Fuc94]. A nor gate therefore is modeled with the statespaceStatesnorj = fO;Lgand (as usual in hardware) an unknown respectively free selectable initial state,i.e. State0norj = Statesnorj . The transition relation is de�ned as follows:36



�norj = f(s; (aj 7! (a; x); bj 7! (b; y); oj 7! (s; oj)); t)j(a; x); (b; y) 2 D ^ t = nor(a; b)g�norj is not reactive as speci�ed above, because it doesn't de�ne any transitionthat allows input of more than one message a time unit. Due to our assumptionon the environment, which required that exactly one message will occur on everyline in each time interval, is however su�cient. To get a reactive automaton�norj , we extend the automaton by adding auxiliary transitions for the otherinput possibilities. These transitions may for instance lead to a state in whicharbitrary (chaotic) behavior is possible (see [GKRB96]). While chaotic behavioris adequate in software systems, for the modeling of hardware systems a lessliberal behavior in these cases might be adequate. The reason is that sendinga gate more than one message within one interval of time usually will not leadto arbitrary behavior in the future, but it may only inuence the output of thegate for instance in the subsequent time interval.We will now specify the communication medium of the ip-op. The commu-nication structure is given by functions originff and destinationff :8p:originff ((b; p)) = poriginff (m) = s ) destinationff (m) = fa1goriginff (m) = r ) destinationff (m) = fa2goriginff (m) = o1 ) destinationff (m) = fq; b2goriginff (m) = o2 ) destinationff (m) = fq; b1gThe communication medium doesn't delay any messages. It therefore has justone state and it is only weakly pulse-driven. However, the composition ofautomata is well de�ned because the nor-gates are strongly pulse-driven. Thecomposed automaton is also strongly pulse-driven due to Theorem 14.
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Figure 7.3: Port automaton for the RS-ip-opWe get the following composed automaton Aff , which is (up to isomorphicrenaming) depicted in Figure 7.3. In the picture, irregular inputs are omitted37



for simplicity. As always in strongly pulse-driven automata, the output of atransition is fully determined by its source state and therefore left out in thetransitions.A state of a system is called stable, if it does not change without further inputfrom the environment. From this automaton it is very easy to conclude howmany time units it takes to get a stable state for a given input. One can alsosee that for input O;O no stable state is reached.
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Chapter 8ConclusionIn this paper, we integrated the SysLab system model ([RKB95], [KRB96])with port automata [GR95]. To achieve this, port automata have been enhancedby an in�nite composition operator.The SysLab system model has been enhanced by a state based modeling tech-nique, allowing the connection between behavior of components and the stateof components. Two di�erent approaches allow to compose state based descrip-tions of components together with the communication medium, yielding a newstate based description of the composed component.Minor enhancements to the system model are the generalized message passingmechanism, that comprises channel based message sending as well as broad-casting, and the introduction of types for channels and state spaces.This paper de�nes an additional layer to the original system model. Its pur-pose is to provide a rigorous mathematical basis to de�ne the semantics of thedi�erent SysLab description techniques that are in development.ThankFor a careful reading of draft versions of the paper and stimulating discussionswe thank Barbara Paech, Manfred Broy, Peter Scholz and Ketil St�len.
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